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Between June and September 2007 Pro Facto carried out a study of the current situation 
regarding legal non-hierarchical disciplinary tribunals in the Netherlands. This study, which was 
commissioned by the Ministry of Justice, was commissioned by the Research and 
Documentation Centre (WODC). The goal of the study was to arrive at an overview of data – 
mainly quantitative – relating to the operation of these disciplinary tribunals between 2001 and 
2006. The data presented in the report will serve as a basis for the government’s position on 
legal non-hierarchical disciplinary tribunals, to be published in late 2007. The study is a 
supplement to the report titled ‘Beleidsuitgangspunten wettelijk geregeld tuchtrecht’ (Policy 
principles concerning legally regulated disciplinary tribunals).1 The study is also an update of 
‘Tuchtrecht op de terugtocht?’ (Disciplinary tribunals in retreat?), a study completed by Kleiboer 
& Huls in 2001.2  
 
The main research question was as follows: 

What was the actual nature and quantity of the proceedings held before non-
hierarchical disciplinary tribunals for lawyers, accountants, professional 
practitioners in individual health care, court bailiffs, civil-law notaries, patent 
agents, pilots, veterinarians, mariners and professions regulated by industry 
tribunals during the period between 2001 and 2006? 

This report describes the disciplinary tribunals and compares them on several points. Firstly a 
few organizational aspects are compared: how the tribunals are structured, how they are 
funded, and the remuneration of their members. Another point of comparison is the number of 
actions brought before the various tribunals, by whom the actions are brought, and the subject 
matter of the actions. Then the report examines what powers the tribunals have, what decisions 
they make, and what measures they may impose. Finally the report investigates the alternatives 
available to the various professional groups for the settlement of disputes and the appeal 
structure.  

The research questions were answered by means of document study, internet searches, written 
questionnaires and telephone interviews. Most of the disciplinary tribunals were very willing to 
cooperate. Only one disciplinary tribunal – the Disciplinary Board for Registered Accountants 
and Accounting Consultants – declined to participate in the study. However, this tribunal was 
documented with the help of the Royal Netherlands Institute of Registered Accountants 
(NIVRA).  
 
The report presents an overview of the proceedings held at disciplinary tribunals for lawyers, 
civil-law notaries, court bailiffs, registered accountants and accounting consultants, patent 
agents, professions in individual health care, veterinarians, pilots, mariners and the disciplinary 
tribunals for the Product Board for Livestock and Meat, the Product Board for Poultry and Eggs, 
the Higher Commodity Board for Arable Farming, the Quality Inspection Board, the Supervisory 
Body for Dairy Quality Issues, the Poultry, Eggs and Egg Products Supervisory Board, Stichting 
SKAL (the inspection board for organic products), the Flower Bulb Inspection Service, the Dutch 
General Inspection Service and the Dutch General Inspection Service for Horticulture. 

During the period investigated two disciplinary tribunals were abolished: the Dutch General 
Inspection Service (disciplinary committee) and the Dutch General Inspection Service for 
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Horticulture (disciplinary court). Another disciplinary tribunal, the Maritime Court of the 
Netherlands, will be abolished soon. New disciplinary tribunals have been set up on the basis 
of the Industrial Regulatory Bodies (Disciplinary Law) Act 2004 (Wet tuchtrechtspraak 
bedrijfsorganisatie 2004). In the period studied the Higher Commodity Board for Arable 
Farming set up a disciplinary tribunal which has also been declared applicable to a few other 
product boards. Several other product and industry boards have also set up disciplinary 
tribunals, but they have not yet handled any cases. 

The most important conclusion of this study is that there is a considerable difference between 
the professional disciplinary tribunals and the disciplinary tribunals associated with industry. 
The difference is mainly due to the nature of the disciplinary cases dealt with. Industry tribunals 
adjudicate on concrete prohibitory provisions which protect the quality of a product, whereas 
professional disciplinary tribunals establish whether, in practising his or her profession, a 
practitioner has violated certain standards. A second difference is that in principle anyone can 
institute proceedings before the professional disciplinary tribunals, whereas the industry 
tribunals only handle cases submitted by or in the name of the inspection bodies. The 
distinction between the two kinds of tribunal is reflected in their working methods. 

The industry tribunals operate in many different ways. There are considerable differences in the 
processing time for cases at the various tribunals and in the composition of the tribunals, and 
there is no uniform fee for the members of different tribunals. However, in other respects the 
industry tribunals are similar. For example, they can all impose more or less the same measures. 
A striking point is that the industry tribunals do not impose all the different measures at their 
disposal. Generally speaking the industry tribunals mainly impose fines. Another point of 
similarity between the industry tribunals is the way they ensure that disciplinary proceedings do 
not take place at the same time as criminal proceedings. The industry tribunals use two 
arrangements for this purpose: an arrangement based on a working agreement with the General 
Inspection Service and an arrangement based on regulations which rule out parallel criminal 
proceedings in advance. 
 
When the operation of the various professional disciplinary tribunals is examined and 
compared, a more diverse picture emerges. Not only do composition, funding and alternative 
methods of dispute settlement vary widely among the different disciplinary tribunals, but also 
the processing time of the cases. It is therefore impossible to give the same sort of concise 
general outline of the professional disciplinary tribunals as was given for the industry tribunals. 
 
To compare the disciplinary tribunals effectively, it is not only important for them to be 
structured in the same way, but also for them to keep clear records. Although there has been 
improvement in the registration of data at the various tribunals, it was not possible to obtain all 
the data requested for this study. However, the various tribunals are in the process of 
streamlining and improving their record-keeping. For example, an initiative is already well 
underway to publish all the judgments of disciplinary tribunals on a central internet site, which 
is still to be set up. 
 
As we have seen, disciplinary tribunals can be divided into two categories. On the one hand 
there are the industry tribunals, and on the other the professional disciplinary tribunals. In spite 
of this classification based on the nature of the tribunal in question, the disciplinary tribunals 
may have similarities as far as procedural features are concerned. However, if we look at all the 
disciplinary tribunals together we must conclude that these similarities are very limited. The 
tribunals make use of a wide variety of measures, they have different powers at their disposal, 
their composition varies widely, there is no uniform method of funding for the tribunals or their 
members, the tribunals have different forms of alternative dispute settlement, and they use 
different appeal courts.  
 



The conclusion that the various legal non-hierarchic disciplinary tribunals operate in very 
different ways may serve as input for the government policy document which is to be drawn up. 
The desire to create uniformity among legal non-hierarchical disciplinary tribunals is very 
consistent with the research findings discussed in this report. 


